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Abstract:

Most of the safeguards assay for quant i tat ive 
characterization of SNM (mass, multiplication, random 
neutron contribution) are based on neutron measurements 
and rely exclusively on the counting information from very 
efficient, but slow He-3 proportional tubes. The response 
of neutron detection systems is inevitably affected by Dead 
Time (DT) losses that are generally caused by very 
complex and convoluted processes, which are difficult to 
take into account for corrections (for example, the DT 
losses for bipolar shapers differ from those of unipolar 
shapers). Therefore an empirical approach for calculating 
the DT losses assuming exponential (paralyzing ) DT using 
measurements with two Cf-252 sources with known 
activities was established as current practice for many 
safeguards neutron counting systems. The availability of 
a  very wide range of such Cf-252 calibration sources 
becomes the limiting factor for extending the deadtime 
correction calibration over a sufficient dynamic range to 
reach the conditions of real measured material.

In this paper we present a novel self-calibrating method for 
the determination and correction of deadtime losses that 
uses directly the neutron signal from real measured 
material. The count rate from the material is measured with 
two configurations of the preamplifiers: a  standard 
conf igurat ion of  the preampl i f ie rs  and tubes, 
corresponding to a nominal (100%) load per preamplifier 
and a second “deadtime measurement” configuration, 
where every two neighbouring clusters of He-3 tubes are 
connected together to a single preamplifier, corresponding 
to 200% load per preamplifier. A proof of principle DT 
calibration measurement over a  wide dynamic range 
exceeding 106 reactions/sec using a  14 MeV neutron 
generator, demonstrated experimentally the viability of this 
method. The method produces the DT correction factor at 
every measured counting rate. The results show the very 
important observation that the correction factor does not 
fit with either fully paralyzing or fully non-paralyzing dead 
time models. Using either model could lead to substantial 
deadtime correction errors.

Explanation of DT behaviour and implementation aspects 
of this method in typical safeguards neutron systems 

(already in use or to be built) such as differential dieaway, 
coincidence and multiplicity counting will be discussed.

Keywords: neutron counting losses; dead time models; 
dead time correction; self-calibration; KM200

1. Introduction

The analytical measurements using pulse mode radiation 
detection systems rely on proportionality between incident 
and recorded radiation events. That proportionality is limit-
ed by the inevitable counting losses due to: a) random 
time distribution and intensity of the incident radiation 
events and b) the minimum response time of the detection 
system to process and record two separate detection 
events, called Dead Time (DT). The DT in a typical gamma 
spectroscopy measurement system has two components: 
a) one from the duration of shaped pulses resulting from
convolution between the detector current pulse I(t) and
time response (weighting function W(t) ) of the selected
pulse processing electronics and b) electronics time to de-
tect the pulses above the event threshold, measure (typi-
cally the ADC measurement time) and record the ampli-
tude of the pulse. Because the emphasis of gamma
spectroscopy instrumentation is on preserving the energy
information, unipolar shaping with time constant much
longer than detector current pulse is used for better noise
and ballistic deficit suppression. In order to correct these
losses two DT loss models are conventionally applied: a)
paralyzing DT model Nmeas=Nin*exp(-Nin*td), where td is
a deadtime constant used to correct the losses due to
pile-up of superimposed unipolar pulses that prevents
a new event being detected and recorded before the pile-
up pulse goes below the event discriminator threshold and
b) non-paralyzing DT model Nmeas =Nin/(1+Nin*td) used to
correct the time for a pulse amplitude measurement pro-
cess that is triggered by the event discriminator signal.
These two models have similar behaviour at incident rate
where DT losses are relatively low (Nin* td << 1) but very dif-
ferent behaviour at elevated rates and high DT losses [1, 2].
The uniform pulse shape due to time constants longer
than the detector pulse and low busy time amplitude de-
pendence due to very low event detection threshold (set
just above the noise) provide a good match with constant
extension of the DT of the paralyzing model. Therefore the
paralyzing DT model combined with very effective pile-up
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Fig. 1a:  Normalized charge pulses (left) and corresponding current pulses. The fluctuation of charge collection time (left) result in very 
wide amplitude and duration of the current pulses (right)

Fig.1b Charge pulses (top) of N2 gas fill He3 tube and corresponding bipolar output pulses from KM200-SLOW shaper [4] 

rejection became an industry standard for correction of DT 
losses in gamma spectroscopy.

On the contrary, the emphasis in neutron counting sys-
tems is to preserve the counting information from the 3He 
detector despite the long (microseconds) and very fluctu-
ating shape of the current pulse (see Fig 1a). Therefore 

with almost no exceptions the signal processing of existing 
electronics (Amptek-11, PDT, KM200) is based on bipolar 
shaping with time constant much shorter than the duration 
of the detector current pulse in order to reduce the dead 
time [3] as it is shown on Fig 1b.

The fluctuation of differentiated current pulses causes arti-
ficial parasitic triggering (the so called double pulsing ef-
fect). This effect is the main factor governing the selection 
of time constant as a trade-off between dead time and 
minimal amount of artificial pulses. We would like to stress 
that the average value of a bipolar pulse is zero (the areas 
of positive and negative lobes are equal). This leads to 
substantial differences in high count rate behaviour be-
tween unipolar and bipolar shapers:

• The pulse pile-up spectrum in a unipolar shaper is su-
perimposed on the right (higher energy) versus the origi-
nal spectrum while the pile up in the spectrum from 

a bipolar shaper is superimposed in both directions ver-
sus the original non-pileup spectrum.

• The pile-up of unipolar pulses causes updating dead 
time and is described very well with the exponential de-
pendence of the paralyzing DT model (zero output at 
Nin* td >> 1). Because the bipolar pulse has zero av-
erage value, the average value of superimposed bi-
polar pulses will be zero regardless of the input 
counting rate. The intuitive implication is that the para-
lyzing DT model would not describe well the DT behavior 
of a bipolar shaper at elevated DT.
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2.  Description of the neutron detection system 
of the PUNITA facility and experimental setup

As described in the previous section, the DT losses in neu-
tron counting systems are very complex and convoluted 
processes, which are difficult to take into account for cor-
rections. Therefore an empirical approach for calculating 
the DT losses assuming exponential (paralyzing) DT using 
measurements with two 252Cf sources with known activi-
ties was established as current practice for many safe-
guards neutron counting systems [5].

The following equations are used to calculate the dead 
time corrected singles (SC) and doubles (DC) rates:

 S S eC M

SM

=
d
4  (1)

 D D eC M
SM= d  (2)

where SC and DC are the true singles and doubles rates, SM 
and DM are the measured singles and doubles rates, re-
spectively, and d is the total deadtime coefficient given by:

 d m= + ⋅ ⋅( )−A B S sM 10 6   (3)

where A and B are constants. The dead-time parameter 
B is approximated as B = A2/4. These standard deadtime 
correction parameters (A and B) are applied to the singles 
and doubles rate for both coincidence and multiplicity 
analysis. The triples deadtime correction uses the multi-
plicity deadtime parameter. The multiplicity deadtime pa-
rameter was approximated as A/4.

It is important to note that there are several measurement 
methods that can be used to determine A and B for a par-
ticular detector system.

1. Doubles to Singles Ratio – measure the singles and 
doubles rates from at least 4 252Cf sources that span 
a large range in activity, plot ln(D/S) versus Singles rate, 
use a quadratic curve to fit the data and determine A.

2. Source Intensity Ratio – measure a  strong and 
a  weak 252Cf source with very well-known neutron 
yields, set the ratio of the deadtime corrected doubles 
rates equal to the known ratio of 252Cf yields, and itera-
tively solve the equation for A.

3. Paired Source – measure 2 high yield 252Cf sources 
separately and then together, set the deadtime correct-
ed doubles rate from measuring sources together 
equal to the sum of the deadtime corrected rates from 
measuring the sources separately, and iteratively solve 
the equation for A.

The system deadtime is affected by properties of the de-
tector (e.g. polyethylene design, detector fill gas) and by 
the signal processing electronics (e.g. number of preamps, 

shaping time). The deadtime loss of neutron pulses in-
creases at higher count rate, and it can be corrected em-
pirically [6,7,8]. These techniques can provide excellent re-
sults for measurement samples with count rates in the 
range of the calibration sources used. But applications 
such as spent fuel, plutonium waste and MOX storage 
canisters, uranium and trans-uranium ingots, etc. often re-
quire operation at count rates many times the count rate of 
the empirical calibration. The reliance of the present dead-
time calibration method on a single measurement point 
therefore introduces potential limitations, such as:

• It is difficult to find and measure 252Cf sources in the en-
tire dynamic range of the detection system.

• The count rates and neutron correlation characteristics 
of a 252Cf calibration source are different from those of 
a measured SNM.

• And last but not least, the dead time behavior of bipolar 
shapers used in the 3He electronics can differ from the 
calculated values based on the simple assumption of 
paralyzing DT model with a  fixed deadtime constant 
even at low or moderate count rates.

3.  Self-calibration method for counting loss 
correction

In order to address the challenges listed above, LANL has 
developed a new self-calibrating method for the determina-
tion and correction of dead time losses that uses the neu-
tron signal from real measured material directly [9]. It is 
based on measuring the same incident reaction rate in the 
detector (count rate) from the material, Nin, with two configu-
rations of preamplifiers: a standard configuration of pream-
plifiers and tubes, corresponding to a nominal (100%) count 
rate load per preamplifier and a second “dead time meas-
urement” configuration, where every two neighbour clusters 
of detectors are connected together to a single preamplifier, 
corresponding to 200% load per preamplifier. An illustration 
of the described measurement is shown on Figure 2.

Figure 2: Illustration of detector switching method for dead time 
self-calibration. When the relay switch at the preamps’ input is in its 
initial position, both channels see the normal count rate load (N100%). 
When the relay is switched, the bottom preamp sees no detector 
signal and the top sees the double count rate load (N200%). The TTL 
output of both preamplifiers are summed in OR circuitry.
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Figure 3: Picture and schematic of FNEM detector.

The expression for the dead time constant (td) and the cor-
rected input count rate per channel (NIN) can be found us-
ing the following analysis:

First assuming the dead time in the system is paralyzing:

N N eIN
N tIN d

100 2% sum of two channels( ) = × −  => 

 N

N
e

IN

N tIN d100

2
% = −  /4/

N N eIN
N tIN d
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N tIN d200 2

2
% ( )= −  /5/

Where, N100% is the measured count rate when one detec-
tor is connected to one amplifier, and N200% is the meas-
ured count rate when two detectors are connected to one 
amplifier.

Observing that e N tIN d−  is present in both expressions, we 
can eliminate the td unknown and simplify:
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Solving for NIN, we get an expression for the incoming 
count rate that involves only measured quantities:
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We can also solve for the value of the paralyzing dead time.
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Secondly we can apply the same method with the as-
sumption of non-paralyzing dead time. In this case the 
measured count rates are:

N100% = NIN (1 – N100% td) and N200%= 2NIN (1 – N200% td). /8/

Then, N
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In the above equation td is the only unknown, so solving for 
td gives

 t
N Nd = −2 1
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Substituting td  in the equation /5/ and solving NIN for gives

N
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−

100 200
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4.  FNEM detector and DT calibration using 
classical dual source method

The classical paired source DT correction method was 
used to calibrate a new detector developed at KAERI 
called the Fast Neutron Energy Multiplication (FNEM) de-
tector. This detector utilizes both FNEM and passive neu-
tron albedo reactivity (PNAR) methods. FNEM consists of 
two rings of three 3He tubes where 1 ring is located close 
to the sample cavity and the other ring is located far from 
the sample cavity (see Figure 3). The FNEM method is sen-
sitive to the induced fission rate by fast neutrons and 
PNAR is sensitive to the induced fission rate by thermal 
neutrons. The total induced fission rate is proportional to 
the amount of f issile material in the sample being 
measured.

The efficiency for each ring of the FNEM detector was 
measured to be ~6.7% for the inner ring and ~0.75% for 
the outer ring. Since the FNEM method is based on multi-
plication (induced fission) in the measured sample, this de-
tector was designed to measure high count rate samples 
(>1 x 106 n/s) and thus understanding the DT correction is 
essential to its calibration and characterization [10].
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Fig. 4: Left: Top view of FNEM with preamplifiers and switching boxes installed on inner ring of tubes. Right: simplified switching diagram.

Using the paired source method described earlier in this 
paper, the DT coefficients (A and B) for FNEM were meas-
ured using two 252Cf sources with intensities of 1.57×106 
n/s and 1.55×106 n/s at LANL. The iteratively calculated 
coefficients for dead time were 2.147×10–6 for A  and 
1.152×10–12 for B, which were then applied in the INCC 
software. The fractional count loss of the inner ring was 
determined to be about 6.3% and 12.1% for the 0.12 and 
0.25 MHz count rates, respectively [10]. It should be noted 
that the incident neutron rate used for deadtime measure-
ment corresponds to about 3% of the maximum expected 
emission from a high count rate multiplying sample.

5.  DT calibration using neutron generator and 
LANL self-calibration method

Because the exponential paralyzing DT model may not fit 
well the real behaviour of the bipolar shaper of PDT-110A , 
the extension of the calibration from two 252Cf sources by 
a factor of 30 may lead to substantial count rate (respective-
ly SNM mass) correction error. Therefore, we have used 
a neutron generator placed in the centre of the FNEM cavity 
as a neutron source with variable intensity of neutron flux. It 
should be noted that unlike the radioactive sources , we 
don’t know the exact value of the NG neutron flux.

The neutron flux was controlled by changing the neutron 
generator’s acceleration voltage and beam current, which 
provides a dynamic range greater than a factor of 10. Two 
types of measurements were performed: one with PDT-
110A and another with KM200 electronics with a switching 
relay that allows us to measure N100% and N200%. The 
KM200 electronics were mounted on an aluminium junc-
tion box that contains the HV and a switching relay circuit-
ry. The preamps were gain matched and the plateau char-
acteristics were tested in both switching configurations to 
make sure that the additional input-capacitance does not 
change the counting characteristics of KM200. This is 
possible because a) the gain of KM200 charge sensitive 
amplifiers does not change by small variations of input ca-
pacitance and b) the threshold is set at 40V above the pla-
teau knee and thus can tolerate few tens of percent 
change of amplifier gain. We switched only the top two de-
tectors (#1 and #3) in the first ring of the FNEM shown on 
Fig.4. During the first measurement, each detector was 
connected to its own preamplifier. We recorded the indi-
vidual count rates to make sure that each detector sees 
roughly the same count rate. We used the average of the 
count rates of detector 1 and detector 3 to represent 
N100%. The second measurement was performed with de-
tector #3 disconnected from preamplifier 3 and connected 
to preamplifier 1 which provided the count rate in DT 
measurement condition N200%.
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Figure 5: Measured count rates per amplifier versus (determined) input count rates for the KM200 at N100% (blue) condition, KM200 at 
N200% condition (green) and PDT110A amplifier (red) connected to one detector. The purple line represents the count rate (Nout=Nin).

The count rates N100% and N200%, corresponding to one and 
two tubes per amplifier, were measured for each intensity 
setting of the neutron generator. The load per amplifier and 
count rate data for each were recorded using a JSR-15 
shift register. Using the analytical expressions derived in 
section two based on paralyzing dead time, we have cal-
culated the incident neutron rate NIN per amplifier. The 
measured count rates for PDT-110 (one tube per amplifier) 
and KM200 (one and two tubes per amplifier) are plotted 
in Fig 5.

The corrected output count rate Nout=Nin is used to cal-
culate the dead time losses and corresponding dead time 
td based on the paralyzing DT model. In order to compare 
these results we also calculated and compared the KM200 
and PDT-110A dead time using classical empirical and self-
calibration methods for correction of counting losses. The 
plot on Fig.6 compares the calculated DT behaviour for:

• PDT-110A dead time from the paired source calibration in 
[10] calculated as 1.62 μs for 40 000 cps, and 1.54 μs for 
83000 cps input count rate per tube;

• PDT-110A dead time using NG versus input count rate 
from self-calibration method ;

• KM200 dead time using NG and self-calibration 
method.

The results plotted in Figure 5 show significant dead time 
reduction (about 30%) between the calibrated and extend-
ed range of count rates as well as good consistency in 
PDT dead time behaviour using paired 252Cf source and 
NG. The deduced dead time constant (td) shows a reduc-
tion in value for higher count rates. This is a clear indication 
that the real dead time losses do not follow the exponential 
dependency of the paralyzing DT model. The correction of 
counting losses using equations /6,7/ for non-paralyzing 
DT model provided even higher dead time constant de-
pendence with positive slope. Therefore we used the cor-
rection data based on paralyzing DT that has lower dead 
time deviation at the maximal count rate range and thus 
fits better for that particular case.
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Figure 6: DT versus input count rate. Green: PDT-110A DT using a pair of 252Cf sources [10]. Blue: PDT-110A DT using a NG and empiri-
cal method for correction of counting losses. Red: KM200 dead time using NG and self-calibration method for correction.

It should be noted that neither the non-paralyzing nor the 
paralyzing models are accurate over a wide dynamic range 
of incoming neutron count rate. Therefore, it is necessary 
to perform dead time calibration near the intensities of the 
target measured source. This is where the proposed cali-
bration method is most valuable. It does not rely on the ex-
trapolation of a priori calibration at lower intensity.

In order to explore and explain the count loss trend at 
higher count rates we ran the neutron generator in pulsed 

mode where the constant output emission rate is in-
creased in reverse proportion to the generator duty cycle. 
The snapshots of the unipolar (current pulse) and bipolar 
(shaper output) signals from KM200 amplifiers, recorded 
at 10% duty cycle and maximum intensity of the neutron 
generator are shown on Fig. 7. The estimated incident 
rates for that setting is about 13×106 cps (10 times higher 
than maximum count rate from continuous output testing 
shown on fig.5.

    

Fig. 7 Left: unipolar (current pulses) Right: The bipolar pulse output
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The pile up of detector current pulses appears as a single 
fluctuating pulse that does not reach the base line during 
the entire duration of the neutron generator pulse, consist-
ent with the updating paralyzing dead time model. In con-
trast, the bipolar pulses pile-up in both directions and thus 
cross the baseline despite the severe pile-up (20+ pulses 
during the duration of shaper pulse) and thus continue to 
count. Because of the random phase of the pile-up the su-
perimposed signal looks much wider than singe bipolar 
pulses shown on Fig.1b.

6.  Implementation aspects of this method in 
typical safeguards neutron systems

6.1 Active interrogation

Fission neutron detectors used in the pulsed active interro-
gation systems such as DDA assay for measuring of SNM 
have to operate at very wide dynamic range of incident 
count rates and thus are subject of severe counting loss-
es. Implementation of faster tubes and electronics can im-
prove the counting capabilities and allow analysis closer to 
the burst, but will not eliminate all of the counting losses. 
The implementation of this self-calibration method could 
further expand this capability by using simple switching 
circuitry without extensive retrofitting of existing electron-
ics. The DT losses can be characterized by one time cali-
bration that can give values that can be used for routine 
measurements. Because the DDA assay relies on singles 
rate measurements, DT losses are smaller and the accura-
cy of the calibration is not as critical as for assays based 
on neutron coincidence counting. Initial testing of this 
method in JRC PUNITA active interrogation system at 
JRC-Ispra will be reported in [11].

6.2 Neutron coincidence counting

Unlike singles rate measurements, neutron coincidence 
counting is very sensitive to the counting losses as the DT 
losses error of singles propagates with power 2, 3 etc., to 
the double, triples moments. The currently used DT loss 
calibration works well for low DT losses where the paralyz-
ing DT model does not deviate much from the experimen-
tally observed behaviour of the DT losses. But an applica-
tions such as coincidence assay for measuring high mass 
plutonium canisters, spent fuel, etc, that are expected to 
operate at higher DT losses the current practice for cali-
bration with low activity 252Cf sources may lead to substan-
tial errors.

Here the measured count rates (S,D,T etc.) for the two 
hardware configurations (standard – i.e. 100% load and 
dead time – i.e. 200% load) can be used to extract and 
correct for dead time losses. Two possible methodologies 
are envisioned: a) extrapolate dead time free count rates 
from the slope of the measured count rates for 100% and 
200% load; b) iterative procedure to extract and correct for 

dead time losses. The former approach relies on linearity 
of the count rate variation with preamplifier load, which will 
be explored and confirmed experimentally. For more com-
plex situations, where nonlinearities in count rate variation 
with preamplifier load are observed, the iterative approach 
will be used. The iterative approach is foreseen to use the 

ratios (e.g. 
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) for singles, dou-

bles, triples and quads, that, if properly dead time correct-
ed, should not depend on the load per preamplifier. We 
will use this fact to develop the iterative calibration proce-
dure, where the initial estimate of dead time correction will 
be used to extract initial dead time corrected count rate ra-
tios for both preamplifier loads. The dead time correction 
estimate will then be further iterated until close agreement 
between the dead time corrected ratios for 100% load and 
200% load measurements is achieved.

We would like to stress that the proposed method and 
hardware implementation is applicable for all currently 
used preamplifiers (such as Amptek A-111) electronics for 
both shift register and list mode data acquisition.

7. Conclusion

We have presented a new hardware based method for the 
determination of counter dead time. This method can use 
the counting rates from actual unknown samples in order 
to determine the dead time correction constants and thus 
avoid the problem of extrapolating dead time coefficients 
determined at low counting rates to high counting rates. 
The hardware is relatively easy to retrofit to many existing 
neutron detectors. We have demonstrated the method for 
singles counting and shown that the dead time behaviour 
of typical neutron detector systems does not follow either 
paralyzing or non-paralyzing model precisely, but the para-
lyzing model is closer. The method can also be used for 
doubles and triples and higher moments of multiplicity 
counters.
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